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PREAMBLE

• The word Fine does not so much 
denote the quality of the artwork but 
the purity of the discipline according 
to tradition. 

• Art is an activity or creation by 
people that has importance because of 
attraction to human senses.

• Fine Art is a student driven club that 
strives to impart enthusiasm and 
passion for art  among students.



•To provide an environment for learning and creating.

•To cultivate a broad-spectrum approach to artistic

possibilities, which respects tradition and encourages

innovation.

•To provide the world with diverse, inquisitive and 

informed artists.



VISION

•To involve and strengthen students, faculty,

staff, alumni and  community for the         

advancement of artistic skill.

•To Advocate for the arts and for a culturally

rich environment.



Fine art is "a visual art considered to have been created 
primarily for  and  intellectual purposes and judged for 
its beauty  and meaningfulness specifically painting, 
sculpture, drawing, watercolor, graphics and 
architecture…

Types of Fine Arts are:
•Rangoli
•Sketching
•Oil painting
•Graffiti
•Blind art
•Origami



RANGOLI: 'Rangoli' is a Sanskrit word, signifying a creative 
expression of art by means of colors. The formation of an ideal rangoli 
art demands the attentive use of vibrant rangoli colors on a cleaned 
floor. The most common way of making a rangoli is to pinch the 
thumb and the forefinger and let the color to freely run out from the 
gap. It keeps both art form and tradition alive.

SKETCHING: Take a couple of pencils, a piece of papers
and mix imagination as per your limits. This is how you make a
beautiful sketch and those who followed took away attractive
prizes return for their sketches that will serve as memoirs of
their stay here.



GRAFFITI; It is writing or drawings that have been 

scribbled, scratched on a wall or other surface, often in a

public place. Graffiti ranges from simple written words to

elaborate wall paintings. It may also express different

Messages.

is the process of painting with 
pigments  that are bound with a medium of drying oil. An 
artist might use several different oils in the same painting    
depending on specific pigments and effects desired. The 
painters themselves also develop a particular consistency 
depending on the medium.



BLIND ART:  An event that saw students being blind 
folded and led by  their partners to create images that 
followed the path laid by their imagination and guided 
to some extent by the initial image given to them. The 
results are hilarious in some but beyond imagination in 
few.

ORIGAMI: Learn how to cut and fold a variety of 
colorful paper to create beautiful decorations and 
paper sculptures. The goal of this art is to transform a 
flat sheet of paper into a finished sculpture through 
folding and sculpting techniques.



•We have successfully organized rangoli and graffiti on 26th Jan 
and on Tri-fest. 
•Invite some experts  to give some knowledge to the students.
•Arrange the Rangoli competition on 15th August of every year.
•Arrange the Graffiti  competition on 2nd October  of every year.
•Arrange the oil painting  competition on Ganesh puja or 
Saraswati Puja  every year.
•Arrange exhibition and several events like Street Painting, face 
painting , Portrait Sketching, Junkyard Wars either in campus 
considering the number of students .
•Specific cash prize should be awarded to motivate the student.
•The fine arts club organizes art events in the campus like 
workshops to learn Sketching , Photoshop , etc.



•To drive out the inside artist of students and to explore 

the creativity and imagination of them.

•Students explore the role of artists in society and 

investigate career paths.

• This program is ideal for students who want to prepare 

a portfolio for applications to university studies in a 

Bachelor of Fine Art (BFA). 



You use a mirror to see your face; you use works of art to     
see your soul……

By George Bernard Shaw
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